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a b s t r a c t

Recently, the melting of sea ice due to global warming has made it possible for merchant ships to na-
vigate through Arctic Waters. However, Arctic Marine Transportation System remains a very demanding,
dynamic and complex system due to challenging hydro-meteorological conditions, poorly charted waters
and remoteness of the area resulting in lack of appropriate response capacity in case of emergency. In
order to ensure a proper safety level for operations such as ship transit within the area, a risk analysis
should be carried out, where the relevant factors pertaining to a given operation are defined and or-
ganized in a model. Such a model can assist onshore managers or ships’ crews in planning and con-
ducting an actual sea passage through Arctic waters. However, research in this domain is scarce, mainly
due to lack of data. In this paper, we demonstrate the use of a dataset and expert judgment to determine
the risk influencing factors and develop a probabilistic model for a ship besetting in ice along the
Northeast Passage. For that purpose, we adopt Bayesian belief Networks (BBNs), due to their pre-
dominant feature of reasoning under uncertainty and their ability to accommodate data from various
sources. The obtained BBN model has been validated showing good agreement with available state-of-
the-art models, and providing good understanding of the analyzed phenomena.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The melting of the Arctic sea ice due to global warming has
enabled voyages through Arctic waters [1–3]. With the opening of
Arctic waters, the frontier of exploration of hydrocarbon resources
can be pushed significantly northern, and also the existing trading
routes between Europe and the Far East may change. The North-
east Passage offers a shorter and faster transit compared with the
traditional Suez Canal or Panama Canal [4,5]. According to statis-
tics from the Northern Sea Route (NSR) information office [6],
there were 211 transits between 2011 and 2014, as shown in Fig. 1.
The main ship types were oil and chemical tankers, as well as
general cargo ships. Among these, two oil tankers “Marilee” and
“Palva” crossed this route eastbound en-route to Incheon and
Daesan ports in Korea, respectively, during the summer of 2012
[6]. Additionally, a general cargo ship “Yong Sheng” successfully
transited the route westbound from Taicang in China to Rotterdam
in Netherlands in the summer of 2013 [6,7].

Due to these new routes that are emerging, the safety of
shipping and other maritime operations in Arctic waters has be-
come of global interest. As a result, an international code for ships
operating in polar waters (the Polar Code) was adopted by the
International Maritime Organization in 2014, during its 94th
Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) meeting [8], following a decade
of discussion and deliberation. The Polar Code is expected to enter
into force on 1 January 2017, to address all relevant issues per-
taining to ships operating in waters surrounding the two poles,
such as their design, construction, equipment, operation, training,
search and rescue, and environmental protection, see for example
[8]. Potential navigational hazards in Arctic waters have also been
provided in this regulation, such as ice, low temperature, high
latitude, remoteness and possible lack of accurate and complete
hydrographic data and information, lack of suitable emergency
response equipment and rapidly changing and severe weather
conditions. However, the code is flexible in relation to determining
the influencing factors for a specific operation, or the appropriate

www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09518320
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Fig. 1. Transit in NSR from 2011 to 2014.
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modeling techniques for risk assessment. One of the major
operational risks for ice navigation is associated with a ship be-
coming beset in ice [9–14], which may result in a myriad of con-
sequences, including, but not limited to, uncontrolled ship drift,
listing, hull damages including plate breaching, and sinking in the
worst case. In case the risk of a ship stuck in ice is acceptable, the
operations can be safely carried out. However, if the risk goes
beyond the unacceptable level, the safe operations may be at
stake, therefore efficient risk control options (RCOs) may be
required to ensure safety. In order to quantify the risk, an appro-
priate risk model of a ship stuck in ice during Arctic transit is re-
quired. Since the risk models are developed for a specific purpose
and usually have limited scope, there exists no risk model for a
ship stuck in Arctic ice accident. Thus, the main aim of this paper is
to develop such a model, utilizing experts’ knowledge, available
historical environmental data and navigational data obtained from
a merchant voyage in Arctic waters.

A large body of knowledge exists on ship performance in ice-
covered waters, which can be helpful in determining the relevant
factors for the risk model presented here. For instance, the work
on ice-induced load on ship hull can provide insight in the re-
lationship between the parameters of ice cover and extent of da-
mage that may be expected, see for example [15,16]. Likewise, an
approach to determine the safe speed in Arctic ice, which will not
result in hull damage, based on observed ice feature is proposed
by Transport Canada [17] called “egg regulations”, a structural
equation modeling is proposed for determining the dependence
relationships of the risk influencing factors (RIFs) in Arctic Marine
Transportation System [18]. Moreover, a few event-oriented
models have been proposed in recent years to quantify the major
navigational risks in ice-covered waters. Khan et al. [19] proposed
a transportation risk analysis framework for Arctic waters by using
a BN method. Kum et al. [20] used a fuzzy fault tree method
considering some causal risk factors in human and management
aspects with reference to collision and grounding accidents in
Arctic waters. Marken et al. [21] conducted a delay risk analysis of
ship sailing in the NSR by using a traditional Bow-tie diagram,
integrated by fault tree and ET analyses. Afenyo et al. [22] dis-
cussed the transport of oil spills in ice-covered water. Montewka
et al. [13,14] analyzed ship performance in dynamic ice and pre-
dicted the probability of a ship stuck in ice in the Northern Baltic
Sea. Valdez Banda et al. [23,24] conducted a risk assessment for
winter navigation systems in the Northern Baltic Sea, providing
insights into the relevant risk factors. Goerlandt et al. [25] carried
out an analysis of winter operations in the Northern Baltic Sea
involving icebreakers and assisted ships, pointing to various
relationships between the ice feature and operational character-
istics. Various RIFs pertaining to ship performance and environ-
ment are considered in these models; however, they are to a large
extent developed with the use of subjective judgment as a main
source of background knowledge, and the uncertainty associated
with these models is rarely discussed. Furthermore, the depen-
dence and interdependence relationships of RIFs have not been
considered in depth neither properly illustrated in these models.
Since lack of understanding and limited information are the major
hazards [8] and primary causes of epistemic uncertainties [26,27],
there is a need to adopt appropriate modeling techniques that
allow for inference in the presence of uncertainty.

To address the main challenges related to modeling risks of a
ship stuck in ice during transit along Arctic waters, we combine
the expert knowledge elicitation with a dataset from voyages
through the NSR. This dataset includes ship performance data and
associated surrounding environmental data, including wind speed,
air temperature, visibility, sea temperature, ice concentration, ice
thickness, wave height, ship speed and engine. The BBN can
combine data obtained from various sources, which is required
here, since the dataset recorded during ship transit does not cover
the whole modeling space. Since the dataset is not complete,
covering specific conditions only, we elicited knowledge from five
experts and incorporated this into the BBN model to fill the gap.

The primary feature of the resulting risk model is that it en-
ables to measure the effect of combinations of various input risk
influencing factors (variables) on the output called risk indicator.
The latter is the probability of a ship stuck in ice. Indeed, by
backward propagation of the evidence in the BBN, one can de-
termine the most probable combination of the input variables
required to achieve a predefined output – the probability of a ship
stuck in ice. The risk model is also validated, with the use of a
framework suitable for models that are elicited from experts or
which are based on scarce and limited datasets. The results of the
validation show strong agreement with the state-of-the-art mod-
els available and a general understanding of the analyzed phe-
nomena. The model provides an insight into the combined effect
of risk factors on the probability of a ship stuck in ice, and it
properly distinguishes between different scenarios. In principle, it
can assist onshore managers or the ship’s crew in planning and
conducting an actual sea passage through Arctic waters.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the adopted methodology. Section 3 presents risk in-
fluencing factors (RIFs), the adopted case and correspond data
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information used for the development of the BBN model. The
developed BBN model and the obtained results are shown in
Section 4, model validation is discussed in Section 5, and discussed
in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the research findings.
2. Bayesian belief networks

As a modeling technique, a BBN is a specific type of quantitative
causal model structured based on Bayes’ theorem and composed
of a directed acyclic graph and a set of probability statements,
which is used to model uncertainty in a domain or a system under
consideration [28]. It features several abilities that fully justify its
use for our purpose, including the ability to make statistical in-
ference including those with limited data [29], the ability to
make use of multiple sources of data or information to describe
conditional probability distributions or conditional probability
tables (CPTs) for various variables in the systems, the ability to
analyze inherent causal and complex dependencies among sys-
tematic indicators [30,31] and the ability of updating the prior
probability of some unknown variable when some evidence de-
scribing that variable exists [32]. Due to these advantages, BBN has
been widely used to develop risk models for maritime transpor-
tation systems [33–35], to facilitate decision making under the
realm of uncertainty for critical infrastructures [36,37] and to
provide tools for safety management [38]. Moreover, the BBN has
been proposed by the International Maritime Organization, as a
powerful tool for risk assessment [39].

Generally, a BBN modeling consists three steps: BBN structure,
BBN quantification and Inference in a BBN [31], which are de-
scribed in the following subsections.

2.1. BBN structure

A BBN is a probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of
random variables and their conditional dependence and in-
dependence relationships via a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The
DAG consists of nodes and directed arcs. Each node represents a
single variable in the system and has a finite set of mutually ex-
clusive states. For a discrete BBN, each node has a finite number of
possible states that can be either binary (yes/no, true/false, suc-
cess/failure) or multiple states. Directed arcs are used to represent
the causal influences between nodes, with the arrowhead in-
dicating the direction of causality.

The development of a causal BBN structure is to identify the
variables to be included as nodes in the model, and then identify
the relationships (arcs) between the variables. The variables
(nodes) in a BBN are determined by the aim of the study, which
can be selected in terms of relevant studies and expert knowledge.
For the relationships between the variables, causality is one of the
main paradigms for a given pair of variables. Correlation analysis
can be used to explore pairwise relationships between various
variables when historical or observation data are available for
these variables, and the results of this analysis can assist in de-
termining the complex structure of the causal BBN model.

To determine correlations in the set of analyzed data, Pearson,
Kendall’s tau_b and Spearman correlation coefficients have been
adopted to describe the correlation relationship between two
variables [40]. To measure the degree of linear dependence be-
tween two variables, the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient (PMCC) is a widely-used correlation metric, estimated
as follows:
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where X and Y are two variables with n sets of sample data, as
( ){ }= …X Y i n, , 1, 2, ,i i , ̅X and ̅Y are the means of the sample data X

and Y, respectively. The coefficient rPMCC takes a value in the range
[�1, 1], where 1 represents total positive correlation, 0 represents
no correlation, and �1 represents total negative correlation.

A significance test is also conducted to justify the belief degree
of the dependence between the sample data, which is calculated
using the following equation.
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where αt /2 is the 100(1�α) percentile of the Student t distribution
with n�1 degrees of freedom. If * > αt t /2, this indicates that the
correlation of the sample data X and Y is significant at level α; for
example, if α is set at 0.01 or 0.05, it corresponds to a belief degree
of the results of 99% or 95%, respectively.

It should be clarified that correlation analysis can only assist in
exploring dependence relationships between variables [41,42], the
direction of arcs in a BBN model should be further determined by
expert knowledge or factor analysis (a statistical method that data
are required for learning hidden variables and relationships in
BBNs [43]). Due to lack of accurate and complete data and in-
formation in Arctic Marine Transportation System [8], the support
of expert knowledge is also required for the variables without
sufficient data or information for determining the direction of arcs.

2.2. BBN quantification

On the basis of BBN structure modeling, all relationships
among BBN nodes are indicated by directed arcs, each node is
assigned a marginal probability tables or conditional probability
tables (CPT) to express the strength of the relationships between
the variables in the systems. These CPTs contain all known in-
formation concerning the states of the variables based on both
available data and expert opinion.

From a mathematical viewpoint, let V be a set of variables
(RIFs) = { … }x x xV , , , n1 2 and P be a set of conditional probability
distributions of V. Then, the conditional probability distributions

( )P V can be calculated as:

( )( ) ( )∏= |
( )∈

P X parents XP V ,
3X V

where ( )parents X represents all variables upon which X is directly
conditioned. The direction of links between variables signifies the
parent–child relationship, with an arrowhead pointing towards a
child. BBN encodes the joint probability distribution governing a
set of variables by determining a set of CPTs. Each variable is al-
located with a CPT, which contains the probability values of that
variable given the values of its parents in the graph. A CPT de-
scribes all conditional probabilities for all possible combinations of
the states of the parent variables.

The conditional posterior probability distribution and the joint
probability distribution can be computed as:
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CPTs can be populated by using multiple sources of data, in-
cluding expert knowledge, observation data or combination of
both. For a m-states node with n parents and l -states for each
parent nodes, the CPT will contain *m nl columns, and each column
in the CPT must sum to 1. Many works in applying BBNs use only
Boolean variables (binary nodes) to reduce the complexity of the
CPTs [33,44].



Fig. 2. Proposed risk influencing factors (RIFs) classification for use in risk analysis
in the Arctic marine transportation system. The RIF hierarchy provides a common-
based framework that can be expanded to deeper level in the future.
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2.3. Inference in a BBN

Once a CPT is set to each node, the prior BBN model is complete
(fully quantified) and capable to make inference. The quantified
BBN represents the prior knowledge. The BBN provides a coherent
method of mathematically expressing the changes in uncertainty
when new knowledge about the nodes are gained. Within condi-
tional probability distributions in a BBN, different variables are
combined and their values can be updated whenever new in-
formation is obtained as additional data.

An analyst can provide new information or knowledge by set-
ting evidences about one or several nodes when new evidence
becomes available. This information is automatically propagated
through the network to produce updated probabilities for all
nodes in the BBN model and examine the impact on the remaining
nodes in the BBN. These updated posterior probabilities are gen-
erated results of both prior information and new evidence after
entering evidence to improve the states of knowledge. This pro-
cess can be repeated as long as new evidence becomes available.
Table 1
The main characteristics of the ship used as a
platform for data recording.

Name Yong Sheng

Type General cargo
Ice class Arc 4 (Russian ice class)
DWT 14,357 t
Length 159.95 m
Breadth 23.70 m
Draught 8.15 m
Operational power 7074 kW
3. Risk influencing factors of Arctic transportation marine
system

A case study of a trip of Yong Sheng vessel, via the NEP from
Taicang port in China to Rotterdam port in Netherlands, is used to
demonstrate the usability of the onboard measurement towards
the estimation of the probability of ship stuck in ice. We chose this
case study because this trip is representative with a typical ship
type and size in the summer voyage in Arctic waters. Moreover,
the ship navigation data (such as ship speed and engine power)
and surrounding environmental data were recorded in this trip so
as to support navigational risk analysis.

3.1. Description of risk influencing factors in Arctic waters

Safe navigation across the Arctic waters may be influenced by
various characteristics of environment conditions, human factors,
other vessels, navigation aids as well as ship herself [43]. The crew
of merchant ships experience challenging ice conditions, low
temperature, inadequate seamarks, remoteness from habituated
areas along with the increased uncertainty of navigation equip-
ment due to high latitude effects [8,18–20]. The harsh environ-
ment has a great influence on performance of human and tech-
nical systems of a ship [13,14,45].

This study concentrates on the RIFs pertaining to ship perfor-
mance and environment. Corresponding RIFs are illustrated in
Fig. 2. Organizational and human related factors are beyond the
scope of this study.

The selection of RIFs presented in Fig. 2 is based on the relevant
studies [8,13,14,17–24,45–48] and extensive discussions with ex-
perts in this domain. The RIFs for ice navigation is set in the top
level as the aim of the study. The parameters in level 2 are set to be
meteorology, marine hydrology and ship performance. Each
parameter in level 2 is investigated based on its associated factors
given in level 3.

First, as for parameters from meteorology, wind speed has re-
lations to ship operations about ship’s navigation speed and as-
sociated angles controls [13,14,24]. Low temperature (air tem-
perature) may lead to freeze of cold air, which frosts deck as well as
associated equipment on board [8,45–48]. Moreover, visibility is a
parameter to express impacts from fogs, whiteout and aurora
borealis in NSR area [45,46].

Second, as for elements from marine hydrology, sea ice is a key
attribute to ice navigation [8,13,14,17–24,45–48], ice concentration
and ice thickness are significant attributes in terms of sea ice
condition [8,13,14,17–24,45–48]; sea temperature affects the for-
mation of sea ice, which is also a significant risk factor in ice na-
vigation [8,46–48]; moreover, sea ice is exposed to waves, wave
height is a crucial parameter that determine the operation of ships
[46].

Third, as for element from ship performance, ship speed and
engine power are essential factors to reflect ships performance
during voyage [13,14,18].

3.2. Description of the trip

The Yong Sheng vessel is a 1A general cargo according to the
polar code [8]. It is a medium-sized ship with a dead weight
tonnage (DWT) of 14,357 t, 159.95 m long, 23.70 m broad, with
maximum draught of 8.15 m. Its operational power is 7074 kW.
The main characteristics of the ship are gathered in Table 1.

The ship has entered Arctic waters on 28th of August 2013 and
sailed westwards for seven days, when she finally left the Arctic
waters (Barents Sea) on the 4th of September 2013. During her
eight-day voyage, she encountered various ice conditions and re-
corded them. The ship was transiting Arctic waters in the middle
of the sailing season, which in 2013 started on 25th of June and
ended around the end of November (see the Arctic Institute’s web
page for further details on the trip in [6]). Since the ice conditions
along the route are characterized by spatial-temporal variations
(ships can take various routes, and the ice conditions will be dif-
ferent in the beginning of the season, in the middle or at the end of
the sailing season), the data collected during the trip reflect the
conditions along the specific route taken in the specific time.
During her entire voyage in Arctic waters, whose track is depicted
in Fig. 2, the ship was escorted by Russian icebreaker “50 Let Po-
bedy” from 28th of August morning 14:37 to 2nd of September
14:50 in an escorting operation to break an ice channel that is,
then, followed by the assisted icebreaker, at a recommended dis-
tance [23]. In the rest of the time the ship traveled unassisted.
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The crews of Yong Sheng on duty recorded the measurement
values of ship performance and surrounding environment once
per hour. The case study presented here is based on the records of
ship performance and the surrounding environment while within
NSR and Barents Sea, meaning that only such stage of the journey
within the Arctic is considered. In Fig. 3, the trajectory of Yong
Sheng along Arctic waters is overlaid on a map, and the track
followed is marked with purple circles.

3.3. Data sources

In developing the BBN model, two sources of data were se-
lected: navigation dataset from m/s Yong Sheng during NEP voy-
age and expert knowledge in this domain. The navigation dataset
source was selected because it contained detailed information
about the majority of the identified RIFs in Section 3.2 that influ-
ence the probability of ship stuck in ice along Arctic waters.
Moreover, this dataset was specifically to capture challenging en-
vironmental conditions and the performance of ship in Arctic
waters.

The database contains 179 rows of data uniformly distributed
in time (once per hour along Arctic waters). Each row in the da-
tabase comprises of 10 columns representing the following para-
meters – including three response variables:

1. ship speed (kn) – response variable,
2. ship stuck in ice [yes/no] – response variable,
3. engine power (%) – response variable,
4. wind speed (m/s),
5. air temperature (C),
6. visibility (level),
7. sea temperature (C),
8. ice concentration (%),
9. ice thickness (level) and

10. wave height (deg.).

The majority of the above parameters (except the response
variable ship stuck in ice) were acquired by specific measurement
of data during the voyage. Visibility and wave parameters were
recorded based on a meteorological degree according to the
Fig. 3. The track of the analyzed ship along Arctic waters. The data are
visibility scale [49] and the Douglas Sea scale [50]. The ice thick-
ness parameter was estimated to be one of two discrete states:
below 0.5 m or above 0.5 m. The ship stuck in ice parameter was
derived from the observation of the crew on board. The recorded
engine power and the data related to the ice concentration para-
meters contain significant variability and the environmental con-
ditions strongly affect the ship’s speed, as depicted in Fig. 4.
Therein, on time step 114 the ship was considered to be stuck in
ice according to the description of the crews on duty, in a harsh
sea ice with 80% ice concentration and high ice thickness. The ship
broke the harsh sea ice with icebreaker assistance, and during the
next recording time instant, the speed increased to 6.4 kn.

Another source of data, experts in domain, consists of five ex-
perts in the field – two master mariners and three senior re-
searchers, whose details are as follows:

1. Expert A: A senior captain with more than 15-years navigation
experience in ice-covered waters from the Polar Research In-
stitute of China.

2. Expert B: A captain with more than 15-years navigation ex-
perience in open-seas and ice-covered waters from the China
Ocean Shipping (Group) Company (COSCO) (a captain of m/s
Sheng Yong).

3. Expert C: A professor engaged in maritime research for more
than 20 years from School of Navigation of Wuhan University of
Technology.

4. Expert D: An associate professor engaged in maritime research
for more than 10 years from Shanghai Maritime University, also
engaged as a second officer onboard.

5. Expert E: An associate professor engaged in maritime research
for more than 5 years from the National Engineering Research
Center for Water Transport Safety and Wuhan University of
Technology.
4. Modeling

This section presents a BBN model that was developed with the
use of the two sources of data discussed in Section 3.3. The model
provided by the China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company (COSCO).



Fig. 4. Time series of ship speed, engine and ice concentration parameters in the trip.
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that is developed demonstrates the applicability of the BBN to the
prediction of ship performance. The latter is expressed in terms of
attainable ship speed and the probability of besetting in ice, in the
Arctic waters.
4.1. Model nodes

The scope of the current model was guided by the level of re-
solution that the current data supports. Ideally, each of RIF form
the hierarchy would be represented as a single node in the model.
However, a purely data-driven model will not capture all the in-
stances of all the important variables that influence ship perfor-
mance, [14]. To cover the most of the analyzed space, additional
data is necessary. The set of nodes used in the model was devel-
oped in terms of the RIF hierarchy – see Fig. 2 - and is presented in
Table 2.

The final set of nodes in the model contains the nine para-
meters that determine the ship performance in Arctic waters and a
response variable – “ship stuck in ice”. The nodes were discretized
into several states, adopting classification criteria of proposed by
the MSC [51] and relevant studies [13,14], and driven by the var-
iation in the available data. Specifically, engine power, air tem-
perature, low visibility, sea temperature, ice thickness and ship stuck
in ice parameters are decomposed into two states. Ship speed, wind
speed and wave height parameters are decomposed into three
states. Whereas variable called ice concentration parameter is de-
composed into four states. Therein, low visibility and ship stuck in
ice are binary parameters that are justified by the onboard
practices.
Table 2
The ten nodes used in the final causal model (left column) were developed in terms
of RIF hierarchy in Fig. 2 using the available data.

No Model node State 1 (S1) State 2 (S2) State 3 (S3) State 4 (S4)

1 Ship speed (kn) o5 5�10 410
2 Engine power (%) o50 450
3 Wind speed (m/s) o5.5 5.5�7.9 47.9
4 Air temperature (C) o0 40
5 Low visibility (m) yes no
6 Sea temperature (C) o0 40
7 Ice concentration (%) 0 10�30 40�60 470
8 Ice thickness (m) o0.5 40.5
9 Wave height (m) o0.5 0.5�1.25 41.25

10 Ship stuck in ice Yes no
4.2. Model structure

The model was structured based on the results of correlation
analysis conducted here. The model contains ten nodes, as pre-
sented in Table 2, each corresponding to a specific RIF as depicted
in Fig. 2. Directed arcs were drawn between RIFs with correlation
above |0.3| [32], with a causal relationship supported by expert
judgment and related works [13,14,18]. Additional directed arcs,
supported by expert judgment, were drawn from RIFs to the risk
indicator (ship stuck in ice) and the BBN model is presented as
Fig. 5. In this section we discuss the risk model developed and the
results obtained.

4.2.1. Correlation analysis
After selecting the set of model nodes, we ran correlation

analysis to explore relationships between the nodes. The results of
PMCC and the significance tests are presented in Table 3 and refer
to the raw data as provided by COSCO shipping company.

The records of the ice thickness parameter are based on visual
observation from the ship’s bridge. This parameter is estimated
roughly and is represented by two categories (more or less than
0.5 m). This parameter, along with the visibility, which remained
at a constant level of 7 (good visibility) throughout the whole
recording period, are removed from the correlation analysis.
However, these two RIFs were still included in the BBN model due
to their impacts on risk [8,13,14,45,46].

4.2.2. Direction of the arcs
Ship stuck in ice is the output node of the model and it directly

represents the probability of ship besetting in ice. The other
parameters in the BBN structure act as both parent and child
nodes, and are influenced by their associated parent node(s), and
influence their associated child node(s), as presented in Table 4.

The PMCC results, as shown in Table 2, indicate that there are
significant dependence relationships among RIFs. For example,
engine power parameter has a positive or negative correlation
with all the remainder RIFs in the Table 2 with PMCC exceeding |
0.3|. We draw directed arcs from “wind speed”, “air temperature”,
“ice concentration”, “ice thickness” and “wave height” to “engine
power”, since engine power is the response variable for ship per-
formance. Engine power is considered to determine the speed of a
ship [8,18], we draw discrete arc from “engine power” to “ship
speed”. Arcs between RIFs may be removed if they are part of the
same response variables and the analyst determines that they
have a weak causal relationship [32]. We omitted an arc between
“sea temperature” and “engine power”. The connection between
“low visibility”, “ice thickness” and “engine power” nodes was judged



Fig. 5. The structure of a BBN model for predicting the probabilities of a ship stuck in ice.

Table 4
Direction of the arcs used in the BBN model for predicting the probability of a ship
stuck in ice.

Child node Parent node (s)

Ship speedn Engine powern, ice concentration, low visibility
Engine powern Wind speed, air temperature, ice concentration, ice thick-

ness, wave height
Ice concentration Wind speed, sea temperature
Ice thickness Sea temperature
Wave height Wind speed
Ship stuck in icen Ship speedn, ice concentration, ice thickness

n Ship speed and engine are response variables that determine ship perfor-
mance during voyage. Ship stuck in ice is a risk response variable that shows the
probability of a ship stuck in ice.

Table 5
The CPTs for the three root nodes – wind speed, air temperature, low visibility and
sea temperature.

Node State

S1 S2 S3

Wind speed 0.15 0.74 0.11
Air temperature 0.29 0.71
Low visibility 0.10 0.90
Sea temperature 0.42 0.58
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by causal logic and expert knowledge.
Likewise, we draw directed arcs from “ice concentration” and

“low visibility” to “ship speed”, from “wind speed” and “sea tem-
perature” to “ice concentration”, from “wind speed” to “wave height”
and from “sea temperature” to “ice thickness” based on the results
of PMCC analysis, casual relationships of the RIFs in the related
works [13,14,18] and expert judgment. Therein, “wind speed”, “air
temperature”, “low visibility” and “sea temperature” can also be
seem as root nodes that are not influenced by any other nodes
(RIFs).

4.3. CPTs estimation

This section presents CPTs for the proposed model. All the
probabilities are conditional on one or more RIFs. Marginal prob-
abilities for each RIF were determined from the 179 data points
provided by COSCO during the voyage through the NSR. The
marginal probability of each state (k) of RIFs I was assessed using
the relative frequency of the state for n sub-event [52], as follows:

( )= = ( )P RIF k
n
n

. 6i
k

For root nodes, the marginal probabilities fully specify the CPTs.
The CPTs for the four root nodes are shown in Table 5. The mar-
ginal probability of “low visibility” S1 used to develop this table
was set to 0% because there was not this evidence from the dataset
to populate the CPTs based on the data, then it was set to 10%
considering expert judgment.

For nodes with one or two parent nodes, the conditional
probabilities are assessed marginal probability of the child and
each parent as Eq. (6), and the CPTs for these kind of parameters
are wave height, sea temperature and ice concentration para-
meters in the proposed BBN model, as shown in Tables 6 and 7.
Table 3
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of the selected risk influencing factors
ship besetting in ice.

Name of RIF No 1 2 3

Ship speed 1 1.000
Engine power 2 0.927nn 1.000
Wind speed 3 0.421nn 0.389nn 1.00
Air temperature 4 0.345nn 0.551nn 0.03
Sea temperature 5 0.459nn 0.595nn 0.33
Ice concentration 6 �0.650nn �0.689nn �0
Wave height 7 0.408nn 0.408nn 0.93

nCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
nn Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
However, the data cannot be always sufficient for populate CPTs
for all the nodes, therefore the expert judgment is needed. For
example, the marginal probability of ice concentration| (wind speed
¼ S1, sea temperature ¼ S3) used to develop this table was set to
25%. There was no supporting evidence in the recorded data, but
the experts provided their subjective probability of that particular
used to develop the structure of the BBN model) for estimating the probability of a

4 5 6 7

0
3 1.000
1nn 0.591nn 1.000
.522nn �0.141 �0.585nn 1.000
7nn 0.060 0.359nn �0.550nn 1.000



Table 6
The CPTs for the wave height and sea temperature parameters.

Wind speed

S1 S2 S3

Wave height S1 0.78 0.00 0.00
S2 0.22 1.00 0.00
S3 0.00 0.00 1.00

Ice thickness

S1 S2

Sea temperature S1 0.74 1
S2 0.26 0

Table 7
The CPT for the ice concentration parameter.

Sea temperature S1 S2

Wind speed S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

Ice concentration S1 0.05 0.16 0.60 0.56 0.67 1.00
S2 0.22 0.60 0.30 0.44 0.33 0.00
S3 0.17 0.22 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
S4 0.56 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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state of a variable, based on their expertize and understanding of
the analyzed system and the phenomenon under question.

The CPT for “engine power” has 288 columns, but it cannot be
calculated using the Eq. (6) because there are not enough entries
to cover all possible combinations of input parameters. Likewise,
CPTs for the “ship speed” and “ship stuck in ice” have 32 columns
respective because of the number of parent nodes and correspond
states. The CPTs for these three nodes could be populated through
use of expert judgment. Since the current BBN model is based on
correlation analysis, the CPT for “engine power” is partial assessed
using expert judgment. If additional data are available, the CPT can
be calculated as Eq. (6).

After obtaining the CPTs for the parameters in the BBN model,
the marginal probabilities for the ten nodes are calculated ac-
cording to Eqs. (4) and (5), as shown in Fig. 6.
5. Model validation

Validation is an important aspect of any modeling methodol-
ogy, as it provides a reasonable amount of confidence in the results
Fig. 6. Marginal probabiliti
that are produced. In this section, the BBN model developed has
been validated via a behavior sensitivity analysis and a framework
proposed by Pitchforth and Mengersen [53]. The framework is
found suitable for models developed with the use of expert
judgment, allowing for both qualitative and quantitative assess-
ment of the model.

5.1. Sensitivity analysis

A useful means to examine the validity of an expert-built model
is to perform sensitivity analysis, whereby it is possible to gra-
phically analyzed the greatest impact of a set of variables on a
selected (target) node [54]. A behavior sensitivity test is used to
assess to what model parameters the results are sensitive. The
parameter sensitivity of a BN can be calculated and the results can
be evaluated by domain experts. A parameter sensitivity analysis
(PSA) is carried out to show how sensitive the results of a belief
update (propagation of evidence) are to variations in the value of a
parameter of the model. The values of the parameters of the model
are the entries of the CPTs [55].

In this study, the PSA is based on the observation that the
probability of the evidence is a linear function of any single
parameter in the model. Let A be a node undergoing the sensitivity
analysis and …a a a, , , n1 2 be the n states of A. For a given evidence ε,
the probability of the ith state is ( = | ε)P A ai . Let B be an influen-
cing node in the BN and let x be a conditional probability para-
meter associated with state b of B. Then, ( = | ε)aP A i can be ex-
pressed as a linear function of x:

( )ε α β( )= = ( )= + ( )f x P A a x x , 7i i j

where αi and βj are real constants representing the slope and the
intercept of the linear function, respectively. The sensitivity value
of the ith state of A with respect to state b of B is computed based
on the following function:

( )α= ′ ( )= 8S f xA i

Extending the consideration of a single state αi, the average
sensitivity value of node A with respect to state b of B is calculated
in order to illustrate its overall sensitivity, using the following
equation:

α
=

∑ | |
( )

=S
n

. 9A
i
n

i1

The PSA is, then, studied to analyze the impacts of the response
variables “engine power”, “ship speed” and “ship stuck in ice”.
es for the BBN model.



Table 8
Maximum absolute sensitivity values for the variables and corresponding para-
meters in the BBN of Fig. 5, when “engine power” is set as the target (output)
variable.

Ranking Variable Sensitivity value

1 Air temperature 0.212
2 Wind speed 0.192
3 Sea temperature 0.183
4 Ice concentration 0.093
5 Ice thickness 0.025
6 Wave height 0.009

Table 9
Maximum absolute sensitivity values for the variables and corresponding para-
meters in the BBN of Fig. 5, when “ship speed” is set as the target (output) variable.

Ranking Variable Sensitivity value

1 Sea temperature 0.231
2 Wind speed 0.199
3 Ice concentration 0.161
4 Air temperature 0.114
5 Ice thickness 0.090
6 Engine power 0.062
7 Low visibility 0.036
8 Wave height 0.007

Table 10
Maximum absolute sensitivity values for the variables and corresponding para-
meters in the BBN of Fig. 5, when “ship stuck in ice” is set as the target (output)
variable.

Ranking Variable Sensitivity value

1 Ice concentration 0.084
2 Wind speed 0.064
3 Sea temperature 0.045
4 Ice thickness 0.024
5 Ship speed 0.010
6 Low visibility 0.006
7 Engine power 0.004
8 Air temperature 0.003
9 Wave height 0.000
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According Eqs. (7)–(9), the results for the maximum absolute
sensitivity values and corresponding parameters are presented in
Tables 8–10, when set these three responses variables as the target
sensitivity variables.

From Table 8, it is obvious that the hydro-meteorology in-
dicators (“air temperature”, “wind speed” and “sea temperature”)
tend to be the most important parameters to “engine power” for
the maximum sensitivity value, when when “engine power” is set
as the target (output) variable, followed by the marine hydrology
indicators such as “sea temperature”, “ice concentration” and “ice
thickness”, and “wave height” also contributes to the variations in
the value of “engine power”, to a 0.001 precision. Likewise, from
Table 9, it is obvious that the “sea temperature”, “wind speed” and
“ice concentration” tend to be the most important parameters for
the maximum sensitivity values, when “ship speed” is set as the
target (output) variable, followed by “air temperature”, “ice thick-
ness”, “engine power” and “low visibility”, and “wave height” also
contributes to the variations in the value of “ship speed”, to a 0.001
precision. From Table 10, it is evident that “ice concentration”,
“wind speed” and “sea temperature” tend to be the most important
parameters for the maximum sensitivity value, when “ship stuck in
ice” is set as the target (output) variable, followed by “ice thickness”
and “ship speed”; “low visibility”, “engine power”, “air temperature”
also contribute to the probability of a ship stuck in ice, to a 0.001
precision; but “wave height” seems to have limited impact on the
probability of a ship stuck in ice for the corresponding maximum
sensitivity value less than 0.001. These indicate that all the en-
vironmental indicators are sensitive to the response variables
(“engine power”, “ship speed” and “ship stuck in ice”) that can be
seems as safety critical factors (SCFs) to probability of a ship stuck
in ice-covered waters. Although “wave height” shows a limited
impact on the probability of “ship stuck in ice”, it contributes to the
variations in the values of “engine power” and “ship speed”.

The visual results of the sensitivity analysis related to the
model parameters (conditional state probabilities) are presented
in Fig. 7, when “ship stuck in ice¼yes” in the full parameter range
([0,1]). From a purely visual inspection for Fig. 7, we can think of
the length of the bars in the tornado graphs as being the measure
of the impact of that conditional state on ship stuck in ice. Fig. 7
illustrates the impacts of a set of greatest important model para-
meters (conditional states) including “ice concentration¼ S4| sea
temperature¼S1, wind speed¼S2”, “wind speed¼S1”, “sea
temperature¼S1”, “wind speed¼S2”, “ice concentration¼S3| sea
temperature¼S1, wind speed¼S2”, “ice thickness¼S1| sea
temperature¼S1”, “ice concentration¼ S1| sea temperature¼S1,
wind speed¼S2”, “ship stuck in ice¼yes| ice thickness¼S1, ship
speed¼S2, ice concentration¼S3”, “wind speed¼S3” and “ice con-
centration¼S4| sea temperature¼S1, wind speed¼S3” when “ship
stuck in ice¼yes”. From Fig. 7, it is obvious that “wind speed”, “sea
temperature”, “ice concentration” and “ice thickness” have impacts
on “ship stuck in ice”, which is accordance to the results presented
in Table 10.

Moreover, green and red bars in tornado graph (Fig. 7) refer to
positive and negative contributions to the target variables (ship
stuck in ice) when “ship stuck in ice¼yes”. For example, “ice con-
centration¼ S4| sea temperature¼S1, wind speed¼S2”, “wind
speed¼S1”, “wind speed ¼S1” and “sea temperature¼S1” make a
positive contribution to “ship stuck in ice¼yes”, which implies that
the higher/lower conditional probability of these conditional
states the higher/lower probability of a ship stuck in ice; likewise,
“wind speed ¼S3” makes a positive contribution to “ship stuck in
ice¼yes”, which implies that the higher/lower conditional prob-
ability of these conditional states the lower/higher probability of a
ship stuck in ice.

5.2. Framework for validation of BBN model

The framework has been found useful for risk models, where
there is a lack of reference data, and the model tends to capture
complex relationships in a socio-technical system operating in
dynamic environmental conditions, see for example [35,38].

The framework consists of several types of validity, some of
which can be judged quantitatively, but the majority is of quali-
tative nature. Therefore, there is a need for a common grading
scale for these validity types, to arrive at one and unambiguous
conclusion regarding the validity of a BBN model. For that reason,
the following qualitative scale is proposed to assess the adequacy
of the risk models, with respect to each validity type:

1. solid supporting evidence that a model performs well: good;
2. some supporting evidence that a model performs well:

moderate;
3. little or no supporting evidence that a model performs well:

poor.

The answers to the validation tests need to be justified, so the
end-users of the risk model feel confident about it, and are aware
of its limitations. Moreover, the results of validation indicate the
areas of the model that need more investigation, which is in-
formative to develop the model further. The framework is outlined
below along with the results obtained, as shown in Fig. 8.



Fig. 7. Tornado graph depicting the ten top-ranked model parameters (conditional states) in the BBN model with output variable “ship stuck in ice¼yes”.

Fig. 8. A validation framework for BBN models.
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In the framework, internal validity is the approximate truth
about inferences regarding cause-effect or causal relationships.
This type of validity is relevant in studies that try to establish a
causal relationship. The key question in internal validity is whe-
ther observed changes can be attributed to intervention (i.e., the
cause) and not to other possible causes (sometimes described as
“alternative explanations” for the outcome). It reflects the extent to
which a causal conclusion based on a study is warranted. Once the
internal validity is established, and the structure of the model is
developed, construct validity can be judged. For this purpose,
construct validity is applied, which refers to how well the analyst
translates a concept or an idea – that is a construct – into a func-
tioning and operating reality that is the operationalization. Con-
struct validity comprises four types of validity: face and content,
which are grouped into translation validity, and predictive and
concurrent, fitting under the umbrella of criterion validity, as de-
picted in Fig. 8.

Translation validity focuses on whether the operationalization
reflects the true meaning of the construct. It attempts to assess the
degree to which constructs are accurately translated into the op-
erationalization, using subjective judgment – face validity – and
examining content domain – content validity.

1. Face validity is a subjective judgment on the operationalization
of a construct. In other words, this type of validity checks
whether or not the model that is validated captures the phe-
nomenon it is intended to capture. It is commonly accepted,
that this is a crude and basic measure of validity.

2. Content validity is a more detailed comparison of the included
variables in the BBN to those believed or known to be relevant
in the real system.

Criterion-related validity measures the degree of correspon-
dence between a test measure and one or more external, so called
“objective” criteria. The “objective” results are obtained either by a
well-established instrument (“the gold standard”) or by direct
measurement. The criterion-related validity may be quantified by
the correlation coefficient between the two sets of measurements.
Depending on the nature of the reference dataset, the criterion-
related validity measures are subdivided into concurrent validity
and predictive validity.

1. Predictive validity refers to the ability of a model to estimate
some event or outcome in the future. A number of specific tests
(e.g. qualitative features test, behavior sensitivity test) can be
performed on a model, to evaluate whether the model ade-
quately meets certain criteria. In a qualitative feature test, the
model response is evaluated for a number of test conditions in
terms of a qualitative understanding of how the system is be-
lieved to respond under these conditions.

2. Concurrent validity evaluates how well a model that we validate
or its part corresponds to a nomologically proximate model or
part of it.

5.3. Framework application

In the framework application, we focus on the four basic va-
lidity types in the framework – face, content, predictive and



Table 11
Qualitative ratings of the validity types comprised in the validation framework.

Validity type Qualitative rating Explanation

Internal Moderate-good Since the causality is a fundamental premise of the risk model developed here, this type of validity test is of high importance. The
experts involved in the process of risk model development and the available literature, however scarce, allows us to judge this type
of validity as moderate-good.

Construct Moderate-good The further decomposed validity concepts (translation and criterion-related) are assessed as moderate and moderate-good,
respectively.

Translation Moderate The further decomposed validity concepts (face and content) are assessed as moderate-good and poor-moderate, respectively.
Criterion-related Moderate-good The further decomposed validity concept (predictive and concurrent) are assessed as good.
Face Moderate-good The presented BBN model can be considered an appropriate model for predicting probability of a ship stuck in ice, which was

established based on the ship performance model by Montewka et al. [13,14], the results of correlation analysis and some related
works by Fu et al. [18] and Khan et al. [19]. Moreover, the structure of the BBN model was modified and pursued by requesting
confirmation and agreement from the participating experts. Since there is a general agreement between experts, supported by
available literature on the structure of the proposed model, face validity can be judged between good and moderate.

Content Poor-moderate The nodes in the BBN model have been selected based on the associated RIFs in the relevant studies in Arctic waters [8,17–19],
waterway transportation [56] and winter navigation in Baltic sea [23,24]. Moreover, all the selected nodes (RIFs) are discretized
into several states, which cover the available data reasonably well. The remaining hydro-meteorological conditions which may be
observed along NSR, however were not present in this particular voyage, are not included in the model. Neither, ice compression
nor icebergs are included in the model. This makes the validity score between poor and moderate.

Predictive Good The BBN model shows good quantitative features and obvious sensitivity (see Section 5.1) for the target (output) risk variables
“engine power”, “ship speed” and “ship stuck in ice”. The output of the model behaves as expected when manipulating the input
parameters.

Concurrent Good The presented model shares some features with other nomological adjacent models presented in [21]. Since the models utilize
different data sets (observation plus expert judgment in the presented case and numerical ice model and AIS data in case of model
presented in [14]) the full compatibility of these models in terms of included parameters and their discretization is not possible.
Furthermore, the modeling technique adopted here - BBN is recommended by the IMO [39] for maritime risk assessment, and has
been widely adopted in earlier studies [13,14,19,35,54].
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concurrent validity. The qualitative rating of the validity of each
type are judged, and the results are presented in Table 11.

In the end, since both interval and construct validity are judged
moderate-good in Table 11, the validity of the presented BBN
model for predicting the probability of a ship stuck in ice is as-
sessed to be moderated-good.
6. Discussion

The BBN model presented here features strong prediction
power of the probability of ship stuck in ice. This obviously de-
pends on three main elements: the model structure, model para-
meters and the parameters discretization method.

The model structure is constructed and determined based on
the correlation analysis and expert judgement. However, it is dif-
ficult to verify the BBN model’s structure using the limited ob-
jective data, so that we intend to conduct further studies and use
confirmatory factor analysis methods such as structural equation
modeling [57].

The model parameters are obtained from our earlier work [18],
relevant literatures [8,13,14,17–24,45–48] and expert knowledge eli-
citation session. The modeling choice adopted allows us to combine
these different types of data, so as to provide a valid risk model for
the specific purpose. The values of the parameters can be obtained
beforehand the ship is set to the seas, in order to estimate the as-
sociated risk, and if required adjust the route accordingly.

The parameters are discretized with the use of several dis-
cretization methods, depending on a parameter. Some parameters,
like wind speed, ice concentration, ice thickness, are discretized
according to a good seamen’s practice as present onboard ships
transiting the Arctic waters. However, with respect to continuous
variables, it is an iterative and heuristic process. For example, the
ship’s speed variable has no clear division criterion and it is dis-
cretized based on its analysis of the time series of the ship’s speed.
Since the data discretization method may lead to different pre-
diction results with respect to a given class of outcome variable,
even if the model structure remains unchanged [14], we analyzed
this effect in the presented model. The results of this analysis are
very promising, since they show there are no significant changes
in the outcome of the model, the probability of ship stuck in ice
variable, based on the division into classes. This shows that the
potential error stemming from the way how the variables are di-
vided into classes can be considered marginal.

The proposed BBN model has been comprehensively verified
via a validation framework. As a result, it shows good or moderate-
to-good results in all but one validity test. The model scores poor-
to-moderate in content validity tests, which is mainly due to the
omission of some external factors that may be relevant to risk
assessment of maritime transportation along Arctic waters. Some
exemplary factors that are missing here are the presence of ice-
bergs, multi-year ice floes or the visibility. These factors shall be
included in the future model development research.
7. Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to develop a causal probabilistic model
to predict the probability of a ship stuck in ice Arctic waters, given
a set on input parameters describing the hydro-meteorological
conditions along the analyzed route. Arctic navigation is relatively
novel, compared to traditional navigation, and rather prospective
topic. However, there is very limited historical data available to
perform studies in the field or risk analysis for the Arctic Maritime
Transportation System. To overcome this limitation, BBN modeling
has been used and various available data sources from observation
data information and expert judgment are integrated in one
model. The results of the BBN model show quite strong agreement
with the recorded data and common understanding of the Arctic
shipping, which hopefully provides prior judgments for any ice-
going ships before sailing in Arctic waters.

In this paper, RIFs for ice-covered Arctic waters are discussed; a
full scale data for these risk indicators has been monitored and
collected from Arctic voyages as a case study. The correlation
analysis is applied to determine the structure of the nodes (RIFs) in
the BBN model. The directions of the discredited arcs in the BBN
model are judged in terms of logical relationships between nodes
and expert judgment. Then, the completed BBN model is used to
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predict ship performances (ship speed and engine power) and the
probability of a ship stuck in ice-covered Arctic waters. Further-
more, the established model is validated by behavior sensitivity
analysis and a qualitative/quantitative validation framework, in-
cluding internal, construct, translation, criterion-related, face,
content, predictive and concurrent validity.

The identified and demonstrated SCFs for a ship stuck in ice-
covered waters are significant to both onshore management and
crews on board. The best conditions for safe Arctic transit can be
evaluated by finding the conditional states for a ship stuck in ice to
determine the lowest probability for this event. The model can
also provide assistance to crews in avoiding conditions leading to
the unwanted outcome.

Future work intends to consider more RIFs, i.e. the presence of
icebergs and multi-year ice, or the effect of ice compression.
Notwithstanding the limitations and simplifications of the risk
model presented here, it is valid for its purpose (evaluating the
probability of a ship stuck in ice in Arctic waters during certain
season), and as such can be used by the ship operators.
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